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1. In a work [l] published in 1965 I studied the equation 
dr y-+y+f~~~/~sgnx=O. 
dx 
In a memoir to appear in Annali di Matematica pura ed applicata I studied 
the behavior of the integrals of the equation 
dY yz+y+IxI~sgnx=O 
In these notes I am completing my research briefly studied for the case 
v > 1. 
I encountered equation (1 .I) while I was reading with Professor N. 
Minorsky, to whom I dedicate this work, a volume of A. J. Lerner on the 
theory of automatic regulation [2]. 
2. (i) The curve, F, , of points of inflection of the integrals of the 
equation (1.2) belonging to the fourth quadrant have the equation 
vy’2 + xy + xv+1 = 0 
that is composed of the points (0,O) and of two arcs 
r 1.2: Y,(X) = 
- x + (x” - 4Vxr+v)r/2 -x - (x2 - q”xr+u)Vz 
2v , r1.2: Y2W = 2v 
(x 3 0, r1 = r1.1 + r*,,>. 
Also the curve, r, , of points of inflection of the integrals of the equation 
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(1.2) belonging to the second quadrant divides into the two arcs I’,,, , I’,,, , 
r2 1’ yl(x) = I x I - lx” - 4v I x ll+“)l’z 
. * 2v 9 
r*,2: Ye(X) = 
1 x I + (x” - 4v 1 x Il+y2 
2v 1 
(x G 09 r2 = r*,1 + r2.2), 
and the real part of these curves with x # 0 are obtained when 
I x I < (y(“-l), (< 1). 
The two arcs rl and r, pass through the origin which is a point of sym- 
metry for them. 
r,[I’,l touches the line 
at the point 
1 1 l/b-l) 
y=-2;; -&- ( 1 
, 
The arc r,,, has a minimum at the point 
[ 
(1 + v)-2/(v-l), -; (v - 1)-2/M] . 
r,[rJ limits a closed region Rl,1[R2,J and, for rl 
dyl 1 1 -=- 1 -l + 
-2v(l +,)x-l 
dx 2v (1 - 4vx~-l)1/2 1 9 
d2Yl 1 - 2vP-1 _ -- 
da? -4’ - ‘1 (1 _ qvxy-1)8/2 < O* 
dy, 1 
[ -l 
1 
z=2; 
- 2V(l + v) P-1 
_ - 1 (1 4vx~-l)li2 8 
d”Y2 1 - 2vP+1 - 
d2 4’ - ‘) (1 _ 4vxy-1)2/2 > Oy 
we have 
lim dy, = 0 
x-+0 dx ’ 
lim _dy, = 1 I 
x+0 dx v 
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and therefore r,,, , is tangent to the positive x-axis at the origin and r,,, 
is tangent to the semiline of the fourth quadrant y = -( 1 /v) x at the origin. 
We also have that the arc r,,, is concave above the positive y-axis and 
the arc Pi,, is convex above the same semiaxis. 
(ii) Consider the system 
a? = -y, j = y + 1 x 1” sgn x, (2 = dx/dt, j = dy/dt) (2.1) 
related to the equation (1.2) and the direction field determined by it. The 
trajectories of this system are symmetric with respect to the origin, and 
therefore to the trajectories passing through the points of the region R,,, 
having the same properties as those passing through the points of Rlsl . 
(iii) For an arc y = y(x) of a trajectory from a point of r,,, we have 
and also for an arc of trajectory y = y(x) existing from a point of r,,, we have 
dr dy2 ---= 
dx dx 
(1 _ “) (x - 4vxy)1/2 + xl/2 - 2vxy-1/2 < o 
2v(x - 4vxy)l/2 
Therefore the trajectories passing through the points of r, , for t increasing, 
exit from the region R,,, ; and for t decreasing they enter R, and on the points 
of r, they present a point of inflection. 
If y = y(x) is the equation of a trajectory which arrives at an interior 
point of R, , it cannot intersect either the arc r,,, - 0 or the arc r,,, - 0. 
We have, therefore, that the lim .+,y(x) = 0. On the other hand, along the 
trajectory considered we have for x > 0, 
d2Y xv-l(vy2 + xy + xy”) -=- 
dx2 Y3 
= 6 4YW - YlW(YW - Y2W -=c 0, 
and therefore, within 
y-axis. 
On the arc of the 
y(x)/x. We have 
R, , it demonstrates its convexity above the positive 
trajectory now considered let us examine the ratio 
d Y(X) 
( ) 
y2 + xy + xv+1 --= 
dx x X21Y I 
and since y2 + xy + xy+l < 0 it follows that 
d Y(X) -- 
( 1 dx x 
< (1 --v)Y2 <o 
x2 ’ 
4ly I/4 > o 
dx ’ 
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1 y(x)l/x is increasing with x and the limit lim,,, ( y i/x = A exists and is 
finite. 
It must be that A = 0. Assume that A # 0. Then from 
dlyl - = 1 + +/(I y I/x) dx 
it follows that lim,,, d ( y I/dx = 1 and therefore A = 1. On the other hand 
having I y l/x < l/v, it follows that A < l/v < 1, and we have fallen into 
an absurdity. 
All the trajectories therefore tend toward the origin and the limit of the 
tangent is the positive x-axis. 
(iv) It is very easy to follow the path of a trajectory y = y(x) which 
exits from a point [x,, , y(xJ] of r, or of a point of the region RI*, limited 
by the negative y-axis and the arc y = --xv in the fourth quadrant external 
to the region R,,, . Such a trajectory must encounter the arc (y = -P). 
In fact, if for increasing x we assume that y < -xy, we would have 
; y2(x) - ; y2(xo) = jz I y(s)1 ds - ’ 
v+l 
y ; ; 
V+l 
-==I I YMl(~ - 4, 
x0 
; Y2W - (x - %)I YWI - ;Ya(%) < 0, 
xv -=I (x - x0) + [(x - qJ2 + y2(x#‘2, 
and this last inequality is impossible for x sufficiently large. 
In an analogous manner if [x0 , y(x,)] is a point of the region R,,, between 
the arc in the fourth quadrant of the equation y = -xy and the positive 
x-axis, the trajectory for this point for increasing x must encounter the 
positive x axis and for decreasing x the arc y = -xy. In fact, if for x > x0 
we always had --xy < y(x) < 0, then Q dy2/dx = ] y ] - xy < 0, and from 
(2.2) it would follow 
O<;y2(xo)-;y2(x)=/5 Iy(s)lds- 
xY+1 v+1 
$’ , 
% 
and therefore for all x > x0 
0 < Iy(x,)l(x - x0) - (xy+l - x,“‘)/(v + I), 
which is impossible, in as much as the second member of this last inequality 
for x sufficiently large is negative. 
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FIG. 1. 
Analogously, when starting from x,, , x decreases, the ordinates of y = y(x) 
decrease while those of y = --xy decrease for x increasing, and therefore 
the intersection takes place. 
Finally, if [x0 , r(x,Jl is a point of the first quadrant, x0 > 0, y(xJ > 0, 
the trajectory for [x0 , y(xe)] intersects both the positive x- and y-axes. In 
effect, as long as the trajectory does not cut the positive x-axis we have for 
x > x, 
1 dya --C.-y 
2 dx 
- 1 y 1 -X” < -X”, ‘2 (y2(x) - y2(x,)) < xi+‘: ; ;“+l 
and according to this last inequality it tends toward -co as x + CO. 
Therefore, y(x) must become zero. 
Analogously, as long as [x, y(x)] is in the first quadrant with 0 < x < x0 
we have 
; y2(x) < ; y2(xo) + ff$ ; 
1 y(x)/ remains limited bounded and therefore y = y(x) cuts the positive 
y-axis. 
(v) Let us consider the equations x = x(t), y = y(t) of the arc of a 
trajectory exiting from a point [x(t,,), y(to)] of r, . For t decreasing, this 
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trajectory remains in R,,, and along the trajectory we have 1 y 1 > P. 
Therefore, since dt = dy/( y + xV) = d ( y I/( 1 y 1 - x”) > d 1 y I/I y 1 we 
have 1, - t > si:p’ s-l ds, and since as I y I -+ 0 this last integral 
diverges to infinity,’ we have t --f ---CO; that is, the extreme time in the past 
of each trajectory is -co. The extreme time in the future of each trajectory 
is obviously co. 
(vi) A trajectory which arrives at the origin tangent to the positive x 
semiaxis successively cuts the positive X- and y-axes the negative X- and 
y-axes at times 
t 4n > t4n+19 t4n+2 9 t4n+3 9 (n = 1, 2,...). 
Set 
x(t4n) = % ,Y(t4n) = 0; x(t4n+1) = O,Y(t4,+1) = 4l Y 
#4n+2> = --cn I YO4n+2) = 0; x(t,n+,) = 0, At,,,,) = -4 9 
a,,b,,c,,d, >O, (n = 1, 2,...), 
and indicate by S,, the area of the region limited by the arc of the trajectory 
y’ whose extremes are (0, b,), (0, -d,), by the arc of the trajectory y” whose 
extremes are (0, -d,), (0, bn+l), and by the segment of the positive y-axis 
whose extremes are (0, b,), (0, b,+l). 
When x varies from -c, to a,,, let us indicate the equation of the arcs 
of y’ + y” belonging to the semiplane y > 0 by y = y(x) (>0) and the 
equation of the arcs of y’ + y” belonging to the semiplane y < 0 by 
z = z(x). 
With these notations we have 
1 dy2 --= 
2 dx 
-IyI-X”, ;g = 1 z I -xy fd(z2d;y2) = 1x1 + Iyl; 
; (4z2 - bn2) = j-” (I Y I + I z I) dx, 
-%I 
; (bit+, - dn2) = ,;“+’ (I y I + I x I) dx; 
b, -=c 4 < b,,,, ;
; (b:+, -b,2)=~a”+1(lyI+IzI)dx=S,>Sl, (n > 1); 
-C, 
and 
; b:,, > nS, + i b12. 
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Therefore 
lim b,, = co, n-im lim d, = co. pl”cc (2.3) 
On the corresponding arc with extremes (0, --d,), (a,,, , 0) we have 
- ; d,2 = $‘,+’ 
0 
I,,dx+.+, 4+1=- 
v+1 
; dn2 + s”” ( z 1 dx, 
0 
and therefore 
lim a, = co, n-m lim c, = co, n-too 
an+l > 4 . 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
Finally, we will prove that as t -+ CO the points of the trajectory tend 
toward 00 in every direction. 
Let us consider, a trajectory of arc z = z(x) which goes from (0, -d,J 
to the point (a,+r , 0), and let 7t be such that d, > 1. Then this arc will 
intersect the arc z = -xu in a point on the x-axis for x > 1. 
As long as the intersection takes place we have 1 z 1 > xy and with 
2p = x2 + 22 
4 dz dx=x+z-&=x+IzI-x” 
From (0, -d,J the arc of trajectory goes to the point of intersection with 
dp/dx > 0, and p(x) is increasing. After the intersection 1 z 1 < xy, 1 z(x)] is 
decreasing for x increasing, and since dpldx can annul itself only once, we 
will have for (2.5), dn2 < 2p < ai+1 . 
Let us now consider the arc of trajectory y = y(x), y(x) > 0 which from 
(0’ a,,,) goes to (b,+r ‘0). It cuts the line x = 1 at the point [I, y(l)] and 
integrating *(dy2/dx) = - 1 y I - xy from 1 to %+r we have 
and by (2.4) limn+m y(1) = co. Hence, when x varies from 0 to 1, 
lim,,,, p = 00. 
Finally when x varies from 1 to a,,, , dp/dx = x - xv - I y 1 < 0, p(x) 
is decreasing, zp(x) > u:+~ , and from the first part of (2.4) limn-tm p = co. 
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